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Abstract
A one-dimensional model with two spin variables having a unique ground state and at least
two extreme limit Gibbs states is constructed. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The problem of phase transitions in one-dimensional models has been studied in
various papers [1–16]. In the present paper, we construct a one-dimensional model
with a unique ground state having at least two extreme Gibbs states at  = 1 which
makes clear two questions formulated before. In [14] the following conjecture was
formulated: any one-dimensional model with discrete spin space and with a unique
ground state has a unique Gibbs state if either the spin space of this model is nite or
the potential of this model is translationally invariant. The arguments for this conjecture
which originates from [13] are listed in [15]. Examples of models exhibiting phase
transition in cases when the conditions of the conjecture are violated are constructed in
[14,15]. In these papers, one-dimensional models with a unique ground state, and non
translation invariant potential and countable spin space having, respectively, at least
two and countable many extreme Gibbs states are constructed. Both models have the
following property. If P is an extreme limit Gibbs state “corresponding” to the spin
 (see [15]) then
P(’(x1) = ; ’(x2) = ; : : : ; ’(xl) = )¿ 1=2 ; (1)
where the last inequality is held uniformly with respect to l and x1; x2; : : : ; xl.
The last inequality is unusual for random elds but on the other hand is typical for
the one-dimensional models with short-range interaction exhibiting phase transition: in
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[9] it is shown that the inhomogeneous Ising models exhibiting phase transition have
the property (1). The explanation of property (1) is that in one-dimensional short-range
models exhibiting a phase transition the coupling potential is strong enough to guarantee
the inequality (1).
The natural question arises [15]: is the property (1) held necessarily for any one-
dimensional model with unique ground state exhibiting phase transition?
In this paper, we construct a model having two spins and a unique ground state
exhibiting a phase transition for which the property (1) does not hold. Thus,
(a) the answer for the last question is negative,
(b) the Conjecture as formulated in [14] is not true.
We say that the ground state ’gr(x) is “stable”, if for any nite set A⊂Z1 with the
length |A|
H (’′(x))− H (’gr(x))¿t|A| ; (2)
where t ¿ 0; |A| is the number of sites of A and ’′(x) is a perturbation of the ground
state ’gr on the nite set A.
In spite of the counterexample constructed in the present paper, the conjecture is
valid under some natural additional conditions:
Let H (’(x))=
∑
B⊂Z1 U (’(B)). The value of the interaction of the contour K0 with
the contours K1; : : : ; Kn we denote via G(K0|K1; : : : ; Kn):
G(K0|K1; : : : ; Kn) =
∏
B∈IG(0|1;:::; n)
(1 + exp(−f(B)− 1)) ;
where IG(0|1; : : : ; n) is the set of all interaction elements intersecting the support of
the contour K0.
On the potential U (B) we impose the following natural condition:
G(K0|K1; : : : ; Kn) =
∏
B∈IG(0|1;:::; n)
|(1 + exp(−f(B)− 1))
6h1(|supp(K0)|)h2(dist(0|1; : : : ; n)) ;
where dist(0|1; : : : ; n) is the distance between the support of K0 and the union of the
supports of contours K1; : : : ; Kn, and the functions hi(x) satisfy the following conditions:
lim
x→∞ h1(x)=x = 0; limx→∞ h2(x) = 0 :
In other words, the interaction of K1; : : : ; Kn on K0 tends to zero when the distance
between them increases, and the value of the interaction increases with a rate less than
the length of the support of K0.
These conditions are very natural and in particular are held in all models with pair
potential U (x) ∼ 1=x1+, as x → ∞; 0¡. In the pair potential case (see [13])
G(K0|K1; : : : ; Kn)6const(dist(0|1; : : : ; n))−(|supp(K0)|)1−:
Theorem 1. Consider a one-dimensional model with nite spin space and with a
unique “stable” ground state. Suppose that the potential satises above formulated
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decreasing conditions. Then the model has a unique Gibbs state at low temperatures
[16].
2. A model
In this section, we construct a model with a unique ground state and two spin
variables which has at least two extreme limit Gibbs states.
Consider a partition of Z1 ∩ (−∞;−1] into intervals In = [an+1; an]; n = 1; 2; : : : ,
where the sequence an is dened by the following recurrence relation:
a1 =−0:5 an − an+1 = bn = (1− 0:990:5n−1 )−1 : (3)








where the value of n is dened by the condition x ∈ In and the spin variables ’(x)
take two values: 1 and 0.
The potential U is dened by the following formulas:
















Lemma 1. The conguration ’gr(x)=1 is the unique ground state of the model (4).
Proof. Let a conguration ’′(x) be a nite perturbation of the conguration ’(x)=1.
Then
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since due to the denitions possible nonzero terms of
∑
1 are −ln 0:8−ln 0:8; −ln 0:6−
ln 0:8; −ln 0:4 − ln 0:8 and −ln 0:2 − ln 0:8 and they are nonnegative and all nonzero
terms of
∑
2 are 1−1 and 0−1 and they are nonpositive. Therefore, the conguration
’gr(x) = 1 is a ground state.
Now, let the conguration ’′(x) be a ground state. We show that for any x′ ∈
Z1 ’′(x′) = 1. Indeed, if x′¿0 and ’′(x′) = 0, we dene a conguration ’′′(x) by the
formula: ’′′(x′)=1 and for all x 6= x′’′′(x)=’′(x): Then H (’′′(x))−H (’′(x))=−1¡ 0
and contradiction. On the other hand, if x′¡ 0 and ’′(x′)=0, we dene a conguration
’′′(x) by the formula: ’′′(x)=1 for all x′6x60 and ’′′(x)=’′(x) for all x 6∈ [x′; 0].
Then, as can be easily shown H (’′′(x))−H (’′(x))¡ 0 and again contradiction. The
lemma is proved.
Theorem 2. Let  = 1. There exist at least two limit Gibbs states of the model (1).
Proof. Consider limit Gibbs states P0 and P1 corresponding to the boundary conditions
’0(x) and ’1(x), respectively, where ’0(x) = 0 and ’1(x) = 1. In order to prove the
theorem we show that
P0(’(−1) = 0)¿ 0:59 ; (5)
P1(’(−1) = 1)¿ 0:79 : (6)
We start with the proof of inequality (6).
Since P1 and P0 are weak limits of P1V and P
0
V in order to prove the inequalities
(5) and (6) we show that
P0V (’(−1) = 1)¿ 0:594 ; (7)
P1V (’(−1) = 1)¿ 0:792 ; (8)
where P1V and P
0
V are the Gibbs distributions corresponding, respectively, to the bound-
ary conditions ’1(x) = 1 and ’0(x) = 0; x ∈ Z1 − [− V; V ].
We start with the proof of inequality (8).




It follows from the denition of the Hamiltonian that since all spin variables ’(x); x ∈
[0; V ] are independent and do not depend on the boundary conditions, the restriction
of the Gibbs distribution P1V to the set ’(x); x ∈ [−V;−1] can be treated as a Markov
chain starting at point x = −V and ending at point x = −1 with the following transi-
tion probabilities (the memory of the Markov chain tends to innity when V tends to
innity):
P1V (’(x) = 1|In+1 is 1-good) = 0:8 ;
P1V (’(x) = 1|In+1 is not 1-good) = 0:6 :
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First of all, note that
P1V (’(−1) = 1) = P1V (’(−1) = 1 ∩ I2 is 1-good)
+P1V (’(−1) = 1 ∩ I2 is not 1-good)
¿P1V (’(−1) = 1 ∩ I2 is 1-good) = P1V (’(−1)
= 1|I2 is 1-good)P1V (I2 is 1-good)
= 0:8P1V (I2 is 1-good) :
Thus, in order to prove (8), it is sucient to show that
P1V (I2 is 1-good)¿ 0:99 : (9)
Suppose that [− V − 1=2;−1=2] =⋃lk=1 Ik .
























P1V (Ik is 1-good)|Ik+1 is 1-good) :
We estimate the probability P1V (Ik is 1-good)|Ik+1 is 1-good).


















Now, note that the Markov chain P1V (’(Ik))|Ik+1 is1-good) starting at point an+1+1=2
and ending at point an − 1=2 can be treated as a sequence of independent Bernoulli
random variables taking the values 1 and 0 with probabilities 0.8 and 0.2. Thus, by










¿ 1− 0:8 0:2
0:25bk
¿ 1− 1=bk = 1− (1− 0:990:5k−1 ) = 0:990:5k−1 :






















Thus, inequality (10) is proved. Now, inequality (10) implies inequality (8) which
in its turn implies inequality (6).
Inequality (7) has a similar proof, we do not go into details. We say that the interval
In is 0-good, if
∑
x∈Z1; x∈In ’(x)=bn ¡ 0:7.
The only dierence with the proof of (6) is that the Markov chain P0V (’(Ik))|Ik+1
is 0-good) is a sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables taking the values
1 and 0 with probabilities 0.6 and 0.4. But this dierence is not essential, since



























¿ 1− 0:6 0:4
0:25bk
¿ 1− 1=bk = 1− (1− 0:990:5k−1 ) = 0:990:5k−1 :
Theorem 2 is proved.
3. Final remarks
The model evidently does not satisfy (1).
The unique ground state of the model (4) is “stable”! Indeed, suppose that a con-
guration ’′(x) is a perturbation of the ground state ’gr(x) on some nite area A. If
A⊂ [0;∞), then it can be easily shown that inequality (2) is held with t = 1. Sup-
pose that the set A⊂ (−∞; 0). Let us arrange the elements of A into decreasing order:
A = x1; x2; : : : ; xp, where xi ¿ xj if i¡ j. Consider the expression  = H (’′(x)) −
H (’gr(x)). Suppose that x1 ∈ In. When we replace the ’′(x1) = 0 by 1, then by the
denitions the  becomes less by either −ln 0:2+ln 0:8 (if the interval In+1 is 1-good)
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or −ln 0:4+ ln 0:6 (if the interval In+1 is 0-good). After that we replace the ’(x2) = 0
by 1, again the  becomes less by the same rule. Also note that, if the conguration
’′(x) contains some number of 0-good intervals, then after some number of steps each
0-good interval becomes 1-good interval, and in this transition, when the interval In
becomes 1-good the  again becomes less by −ln 0:6+ln 0:8 times the length of In−1.
After p steps the value of  evidently becomes 0. Therefore,
H (’′(x))− H (’gr(x))¿t|A| ;
where t =min(1;−ln 0:2 + ln 0:8;−ln 0:4 + ln 0:6) = ln 1:5.
Thus, the ground state ’gr(x) is stable, but there is a phase transition. The reason
of this fact is the following: if we dene contours in the model (4) as connected
collections of spin variables ’(x) = 0, then one can easily verify that the “interaction”
of xed contour K with the boundary and other contours does not satisfy the conditions
of Theorem 1.
Recently one of the authors (A.K.) proved Theorem 1 at all temperatures. Thus, in
one-dimensional models “stability” of ground state is important at all temperatures.
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